Abstract-This work presents a new multi-chemical experimental platform for molecular communication (MC) where the transmitter can release different chemicals. This platform is designed to be inexpensive and accessible, and it can be expanded to simulate different environments such as a portion of the body's cardiovascular system or a complex network of pipes in industrial complexes and city infrastructures. To demonstrate the capabilities of the platform, we implement a time-slotted binary communication system where information is carried via the pH of transmitted signals and, in particular, a 0-bit is represented by an acid pulse, and a 1-bit by a base pulse. The channel model for this system, which is nonlinear and has a long memory due to chemical reactions, is unknown. Therefore, we devise novel detection algorithms that use techniques from machine learning and deep learning to train a maximum-likelihood detector. Using these algorithms, the bit error rate (BER) improves by an order of magnitude relative to the approach used in previous works. Moreover, our system achieves a data rate that is an order of magnitude higher than any of the previous MC platforms.
I. INTRODUCTION In molecular communication (MC)
, chemical signals are used to transfer information at various length scales from micro and nano meters to a few meters [1] , [2] . Information can be modulated on different properties of information particles that are released by the transmitter. These include the concentration/number [3] , [4] , the type [5] , or the time of release [6] . Information particles can be transported from the transmitter to the receiver using diffusion, active transport, bacteria, and flow (see [2] and the references therein).
One of the main challenges in MC is the lack of experimental data to validate the system models. To bridge this gap between theory and practice, several previous works have focused on building experimental platforms for MC. In [7] , an MC platform is developed using a electronically controllable spray for transmission, aerosolized alcohol for carrying information, and a metal-oxide sensor, used in breathalyzers, for detection at the receiver. It was shown that data rates of 0.3 bits per second (bps) could be obtained on this platform. Using experimental data, it was demonstrated that this system's channel and noise behavior did not match the existing mathematical models for them, and hence corrections to these models were proposed [8] . This experimental platform was expanded into a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) setup in [9] , where data rate was improved using MIMO.
In this work, we focus on MC systems where there are multiple chemical interactions in the environment, and present a novel experimental platform where the transmitter can release different types of chemicals. Although it is difficult to find analytical models for these systems [10] , the inherent nonlinearities can result in interesting effects such as pattern formation and chemical oscillation [11] . Moreover, multiple chemicals can be used to reduce the intersymbol interference (ISI) as was shown in [12] .
Our platform uses peristaltic pumps to inject different chemicals into a main fluid flow in a small silicon tube. The tubes can be networked in branches to replicate a more complex environment such as a portion of the cardiovascular system in the body or complex networks of pipes in industrial complexes and city infrastructures. This platform is deliberately designed to be inexpensive and easy to build so that other researchers can replicate it without having access to wet labs. Our platform can be used to by-pass computer simulations, which can be computationally-complex, by providing actual measurements relatively quickly. It can also be automated to run many experiments with minimum supervision.
To test our platform, we embedded information in the pH of a transmitted signal using acids and bases to represent 1-bits and 0-bits. As was discussed in [12] , using this setup, the pH signal can both be decreased or increased through transmitting acids or bases. This resembles having negative and positive signals, which is something that was lacking in concentrationbased MC. Since analytical models for this system are nonexistent, a natural question to ask is the following: how can we do detection given the system's nonlinearity and long memory? Note that each of these system characteristics makes detection very difficult. Since an acid transmission would decrease the pH level in the environment and a base pulse would increase the pH level, a simple detector could use the rate of change of pH. In this scheme, if the rate of change of pH is positive in a given symbol interval, the bit is decoded as 1 and otherwise as 0. It is not clear if this approach, which we refer to as the slope detector, is optimal in minimizing bit error rate (BER).
As the number of reactive chemical species in the system increases, detection becomes even harder. Our solution to this problem employs a data driven approach where we devise detection algorithms inspired by machine learning [13] . In this work we present two such algorithms: one based on support vector machines (SVM) [14] , and one based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) [15] . In both cases, the detection algorithms have to go through a training phase based on known transmission sequences to "learn" the parameters of detection. At first glance, this may seem like extra overhead. However, many detection algorithms in wireless communication must learn the channel state information prior to detection. For example, an equalizer typically learns its channel parameters through a training sequence. Note that the detection algorithms we present in this work are general; they can be used as part of any communication system (not just in MC systems). They are especially useful when the underlying analytical channel models inherent to the system are unknown, since these algorithms learn to detect data received over a channel directly from experimental data, without any knowledge of the underlying channel model or its parameters. Based on experimental data collected on our platform, we show that both the SVM based detector and the RNN based detector perform significantly better than the slope detection in terms of detection error. We also demonstrate that the RNN detector behaves similar to a maximum likelihood (ML) detector, which maximizes the likelihood of the current symbol given the previously received signals and the current signal. Therefore, the RNN, like the ML detector, takes into account the channel memory by detecting sequences of symbols rather than each symbol individually. This mitigation of channel memory effects is validated using experimental data where, for short symbol intervals, which result in severe ISI, the RNN's BER is about 10 times lower than the slope detection and about two times lower than the SVM detector. We demonstrate that data rates up to 4 bps are achievable on this platform, which is about 10 times better than data rates previously achieved in MC systems [7] , [9] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present our multi-chemical communication platform. Then the modulation scheme, the communication protocols, and the detection algorithms used to implement a communication system on our platform are discussed in Section III. Numerical BER evaluations of the proposed detection algorithms are presented in Section IV, and Section V concludes the paper.
II. MULTI-CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM In this section, we describe the construction of our experimental platform. To decide what type of chemicals are released by the transmitter, we need to decide what type of sensor(s) will be available at the receiver. In our platform the information carrying particles are hydrogen ions and we use a pH sensor to detect their concentration. The transmitter can release acids and bases to decrease and increase the pH.
Note that although we consider this specific setup, the same general platform can be used with other types of chemicals. For example, instead of a pH sensor, a sensor that can detect glucose or proteins can be used. The transmitter can then release any number of chemicals including glucose, proteins or enzymes that degrade them. We now describe the transmitter, the propagation channel, and the receiver in our platform.
A. The Transmitter
The transmitter consists of a set of peristaltic pumps that can be used to pump different liquids. Peristaltic pumps use rotary motors attached to "rollers" to compress a flexible tube and generate flow. As the rotary motor turns, the part of the tube under the rollers is pinched and almost closed, which forces the liquid in the tube to move and generate flow as the rollers turn. This process, which is called peristalsis, is used in many biological systems such as the gastrointestinal system in the body.
Peristaltic pumps are used in a wide variety of industries such as food, agriculture, medicine, engineering, and water and waste management. For example, they are used in dialysis machines to pump the blood in and out of the body. The peristaltic pumps we chose for our setup are aquarium dosing pumps, which can be purchased for as low as $15 per pump. We use a custom metal-oxide semiconductor fieldeffect transistor (MOSFET) switch board to control the pumps through an Arduino Uno microcontroller.
The transmitter also has containers for the chemicals that can be released by the transmitter. Fig. 1 shows a transmitter that can release acids and bases. Note that this architecture can be easily extended to use more chemicals by adding extra pumps and containers.
B. The Propagation Channel
The propagation channel is a silicon tube with a diameter of 2.5 mm. We use these small tubings since they are inexpensive and can be easily connected together to form complex networks. Fig. 1 shows the propagation channel through a single tube.
The liquid that constantly flows in the tube is filtered water. The flow is generated by a peristaltic pump that is always on. The volumetric flow generated by the pump has been measured to be about 1.3 mL/s. Interestingly, the pH of the water has been measured to vary from pH 7 to pH 8.5 during different months. Note that instead of water, any other liquid can be easily substituted to be the main liquid flow in the channel. For example, it is possible to pump blood instead of water.
The acid and the base are injected into the main water flow by the transmitter. The water flow would then carry these chemical signals to the receiver (i.e., the pH probe) and then a waste container. The system can be modified such that the flow would circulate back instead of being removed to a waste container. Note that such a closed loop system can be a more accurate representation of an in-body communication system. One benefit of using chemicals that react and cancel out, such as acids and bases, is that in closed loops the average concentration of these chemicals (e.g., pH) would remain constant assuming the average number of base and acid transmissions is the same. This is especially of interest for in-body communication.
C. The Receiver
The receiver in our multi-chemical platform may have multiple detectors. However, for the acid-base system, information is encoded in the pH values. Therefore, a pH probe is used, where the pH value is converted into an electric potential. Particularly, the pH probe is connected to a pH meter, which is connected to an Arduino Uno microcontroller. The 10 bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) on the Arduino is used to digitize the pH readings. The Arduino is then connected to a computer for display and potential processing and detection. Fig. 1 shows the receiver and all its components.
One of the benefits of using a pH probe is that the relationship between the output electric potential and the pH level is linear under normal conditions (i.e., when the probe has not aged or is not damaged). Particularly, for the neutral pH, the output of the probe is zero volts, for the basic solutions, the output is negative voltage, and for acidic solutions, it is a positive voltage. Therefore, we can have positive and negative signals. This is because the positive and negative "chemical signals" (i.e., acids and bases) can cancel out just like positive and negative numbers. For example, an acidic signal with pH 4 would cancel out a basic signal of pH 10. Note that taking pH 7 (i.e., the neutral pH) as zero, pH 4 is equivalent to −3 and pH 10 to 3. This property is beneficial by allowing signals to cancel each other.
In the next section, we describe how a communication system can be implemented on this platform.
III. IMPLEMENTING A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ON THE PLATFORM
The communication system implementation can be divided into two parts. In the first part we describe the modulation scheme and the communication protocols, and in the second part we describe the detection process at the receiver. 
A. Modulation and Protocol
Time-slotted communication is employed where the transmitter modulates information on acid and base signals by injecting these chemicals into the channel during each symbol duration. We use a simple binary modulation in this work where the 0-bit is transmitted by pumping acid into the environment for 30 ms at the beginning of the symbol interval, and the 1-bit is represented by pumping base into the environment for 30 ms at the beginning of the symbol interval. The symbol interval consists of this 30 ms injection interval followed by a period of silence, which can also be considered as a guard band between symbols. In particular, three different silence durations (guard bands) of 220 ms, 304 ms, 350 ms, and 470 ms are used in this work to represent bit rates of 4, 3, 2.6, and 2 bps.
To synchronize the transmitter and the receiver, every message sequence starts with one initial injection of acid into the environment for 100 ms followed by 900 ms of silence. The receiver then detects the starting point of this pulse and uses it to synchronize with the transmitter. Fig. 2 shows the received pH signal for the transmission sequence "110011010001001". The start of the initial acid pulse detected by the receiver is shown using the red line. This detected time is used for synchronization and all the subsequent symbol intervals are shown by the green dashed and dotted lines. The dashed lines are used to indicate a 1-bit transmission and dotted lines to indicate a 0-bit. A special termination sequence can be used to indicate the end of transmission. For example, if 5 bits are used to encode each letter of the alphabet [7] , the all zero sequence can be used to signal the end of transmission.
B. Symbol Detection Based on Rate of Change
To design a detection algorithm for a communication system, the traditional approach is to develop analytical models for signal transmission, propagation and reception processes and then use these models to develop high-performance detection algorithms. It is difficult, however, to obtain analytical models for multi-chemical communication systems, even when the average system behavior is considered instead of its stochastic nature [11] . This is especially difficult when the chemicals react, which may result in nonlinearities and long system memory. Furthermore, it is difficult to model the noise introduced by the pumps and the sensor. Without such models, traditional approaches to the design of optimal as well as practical detection algorithms no longer apply, leaving open the best approach to detector design for multi-chemical MC.
For our acid-base system, it is expected that when an acid pulse is transmitted, the pH should drop, and when a base pulse is injected into the environment, the pH should increase. Therefore, one approach to signal detection for this modulation is the slope detector described earlier, which uses the rate of change of pH to detect the symbols. We will consider this simple design our baseline approach. To remove the noise from the raw pH signal in our signal measurement, we divide the symbol interval into 9 bins by dividing the time into 9 equal subintervals. Then the pH values inside each bin are averaged to represent the pH value in the corresponding bin. Note that this process removes the noise and also lowers the dimensionality of the received signal. Taking the difference of the pH of each bin would result in 8 rates of change of pH, e.g., the first rate of change is from bin 1 to bin 2 and the eighth rate of change is from bin 8 to bin 9. Note that the number of bins, i.e. 9, is selected since it resulted in the best performance across all symbol intervals.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the "eye diagram" of the rate of change of pH at 2 bps and 4 bps for many randomly transmitted bit sequences. As can be seen from the plots, the 8th rate of change is the best metric for detection of bits using a threshold based approach where the threshold value is zero and a positive rate of change corresponds to detection of the 1-bit. Furthermore, as the data rate increases from 2 bps to 4 bps, we see that the ISI increases, and it is thus more difficult to detect the bits using this approach. This begs the question: can we do any better in terms of signal detection for our system given that we lack an analytical model for the channel?
C. Symbol Detection Using Machine Learning
When analytical channel models are unknown, one approach to detection is to train a detector using machine learning [13] . In this section, we describe two detection mechanisms based on machine learning: one based on SVM [14] for symbol-bysymbol detection, and one using RNNs [15] for detection of the current symbol based on the current and previous signals.
Let be the transmitted bit, and let s be a -dimensional received signal vector. Let y be a length-feature vector that is extracted from the vector of received signal samples using : ℛ → ℛ . Note that the features could potentially be the received signal itself.
A detection algorithm is trained by using a known sequence of transmissions and the corresponding features extracted from the received signals. We use two different techniques: one based on symbol-by-symbol detection, which detects each symbol independent of the other symbols, and one that considers ISI and uses the features from the previous symbols as well as the features from the current symbol for detection. In the rest of this section, we use the term received features to indicate the features extracted from the received signals during the symbol interval.
1) Support Vector Machine Detector:
The first detector is trained using SVM [14] . To understand SVM, we first consider linear regression where a linear relationship is used to estimate the transmitted symbol from the received features as follows:
whereˆis the estimated symbol, w are the weights, and the bias. To find the optimal weights and bias, a set of training data {( 1 , y 1 ), ( 2 , y 2 ), ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ( , y )} with samples of known transmission bits and corresponding received features are used. Particularly, the weights and bias that minimize the mean square error in the training set are used for detection. In multi-chemical communication systems the relationship between the received signal and the transmitted signal is nonlinear. Therefore using SVM, the feature space is first mapped into a different and typically larger dimensional space using a function (y). A kernel function between two samples is defined to be the dot product:
Let ′ = 2 −1. Using the kernel function, the corresponding function, and ′ , (1) is transformed into [14] ′ = sgn(w ⊤ (y) + ) = sgn
where is the index of each sample in the training dataset, and is a weight associated with that sample. Therefore to detect the symbols, the training dataset is used directly.
Using the kernel function and the training dataset, the optimal weights and the bias can be found through convex optimization [14] . Note that in SVM, most weights in (3) will be zero, which means only a small fraction of the training samples are actually used during detection. The term support vector stems from this property and is used to indicate the training samples with nonzero weight.
We use the Gaussian kernel, which is also known as the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. This kernel is given by
where 2 is the parameter of the model and can be optimized numerically using the training data. This kernel is employed since it uses the Euclidean distance between the features as a figure of merit, maps the feature space into an infinite dimensional space, and then performs linear regression.
2) Recurrent Neural Network Detector: The SVM detector presented in the previous section does not consider the ISI and the system memory as it performs symbol-by-symbol detection. Therefore, in this section we propose a detector based on RNNs that acts as a sequence detector [15] . Letx ( ) = ( ( ) ) be the probability mass function (PMF) corresponding to the th transmission in a sequence of consecutive transmissions. In the training dataset, since it is known exactly which symbol is transmitted, all the elements ofx ( ) are zero except the element corresponding to ( ) (which is equal to 1). Let
( ) ] be a sequence of consecutively transmitted symbols, and Y ( ) = [y (1) , y (2) , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , y ( ) ] the corresponding sequence of received feature vectors. Note that instead of the symbols we are using their PMF indicator vector. In the machine learning literature this is known as the one-hot representation, where the location of the element which equals 1 indicates the transmitted symbol. To train the RNN, we use a training dataset {(X
which consists of samples of length-sequences. In RNNs, a hidden layer is used to keep an internal state that depends on previous inputs to the system (i.e., the received features corresponding to previous symbol intervals). The current symbol is then estimated based on the internal state of the RNN and the features extracted from the current received signal. Let h ( ) be the hidden state of the RNN at the end of the th transmission. Then, a simple generic RNN architecture can be represented by [15] 
where b and c are bias parameters of the RNN, and W, U, and V are the weight parameters of the RNN. The auxiliary variable a ( ) is updated based on the previous hidden state h ( −1) , and the feature vector y ( ) extracted from the signal observed during the current symbol interval. The hidden state and the estimated output are then updated based on a ( ) . The final softmax operation in (8) converts the output into a PMF form where the output vector sums up to one [15] . Particularly, because the hidden state of the RNN stores information about the received features from the previous symbol intervals, the output can resemble a conditional distribution:
From this conditional PMF, the index of the element with the highest probability is selected as the transmitted symbol. To find the optimal weight and bias parameters of the RNN using the training dataset, a loss function ℒ is defined using cross entropy as
where (x ( ) ,x ( ) ) is the cross entropy between the correct PMF and the estimated PMF by the RNN, and KL (. ∥ .) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. During the training the weights and biases of the RNN are adjusted iteratively using techniques such as the stochastic gradient descent algorithm to minimize this loss. Note that minimizing the loss is equivalent to minimizing the cross-entropy or the Kullback-Leibler divergence distance between the true PMF and the RNN estimated PMF.
Alternatively, using (9) it can be shown that (10) can be written as 
is the probability of symbol ( ) given the received features from the current and previous symbol intervals, which is obtained by the RNN model. Note that minimizing (11) is equivalent to maximizing the log expression in the summations, which essentially maximizes the log-likelihoods. Therefore, during the training, known transmission data are used to train a detector that maximizes log-likelihoods. The detector is in essence similar to an ML detector, where the structure of the neural network effects the complexity of the underlying model that relates the transmitted and the received signal, and the training data is used to tune the parameters of this model.
Although here we have presented a generic RNN architecture due to lack of space, more complex networks and multilayer architectures can be used in practice to capture a wide class of linear and nonlinear channel models. Particularly, in our platform we use the long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [15] , which have more nodes compared to the generic model presented here and can capture long memories. In the next section, we compare the experimental performance of all these detectors. IV. RESULTS We use the experimental data collected on our platform to compare the performance of each detector. In particular, data from 194 experiments are collected, where for each experiment, 120 randomly generated bits are transmitted using the acid-base modulation scheme discussed in Section III-A. The 120 bits in each of the 194 experiments result in a total of more than 23,000 known transmitted bits for either training or as sample data transmissions for testing. The symbol intervals in these experiments are 250 ms, 334 ms, 380 ms, and 500 ms, respectively, which results in data rates ranging from 4 bps to 2 bps.
From the data, 20 percent of the experiments with symbol intervals of 250 ms, 334 ms, and 380 ms are used as test datasets for evaluating the performance of the detectors. The rest of the data is used for training and tuning the parameters of the detection algorithm. The first detection algorithm, the baseline algorithm, is the slope detector presented in Section III-B. The slope detector can use the pairwise rate of change between any two bins for detection. Using training data we found that the rate of change between the last two bins with a threshold of 0 led to the best performance and hence the slope detector results are based on this form of detection.
The features used for the SVM detection algorithm are the 9 pH values corresponding to each bin, as explained in Section III-B, the mean and the variance of the 9 bin values, the 8 rates of change of pH between bins, and the mean and the variance of the 8 rates of changes. We found that this set of features resulted in the best detection performance. Using hyper parameter tuning, 2 = 5 yielded the best results for the RBF kernel in (4) . For the RNN detector, we use a single layer LSTM cell with an internal state size of 16. We use the 8 rates of pH changes as the input features to the RNN, which resulted in the best performance. Fig. 5 shows the BER of each detection algorithm for different symbol intervals. The number of bits in the test data for each symbol interval is 1080. As expected, the performance of all detectors improves with the symbol interval since the intersymbol interference is reduced. Both detection techniques based on machine learning significantly outperform the baseline slope detector. The RNN detector performs better than the SVM detector, especially at smaller symbol intervals (i.e., higher data rates), where ISI is severe. At 250 ms (4 bps), the RNN detector's BER is almost half that of the SVM detector and about 10 times better than the baseline detector. This is because the RNN detector captures the ISI in the channel by design and "equalizes" its effects. This demonstrates the significant impact machine learning techniques could have in detection for MC systems and, more broadly, in other detection problems in communications where the underlying channel models are unknown.
V. CONCLUSIONS We presented a new multi-chemical MC platform for chemical communication inside small tubes. A chemical communication system was implemented on this platform where information is modulated onto the transmitted signal using acids and bases to modulate 1-bits and 0-bits, respectively. Novel detection algorithms, based on machine learning techniques, were proposed and implemented on the system. These algorithms exhibited an order of magnitude reduction in BER compared to the performance of slope-based detection used in previous works. In addition, our system was shown to achieve data rates that are 10 times better than any previous chemical communication platform.
